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SUMMARY

Dr. V.P. Goddard demonstrated that it was possible to use smoke flow

visualization techniques, which had previously been considered the tools

of the low speed aerodynamicist, in high speed and supersonic flows. This

report documents a study to evaluate the techniques used by Goddard and to

establish design criteria for a large high speed flow visualization facility.

Included are discussions of the existing facilities at the University of

Notre Dame, studies of the wind tunnel flow field and methods for smoke data

acquisition.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a great interest throughout the history of aerodynamics

in the development of echniques which can be used to help visualize a given

flow phenomenon. This visualization of flow patterns has played a singularly

important role in the advancement of our physical understanding of the mech-

anics of fluids. Flow visualization has led to the discovery of flow

phenomena and has helped in the development of mathematical models for complex

flow problems. It is also useful in the verification of existing principles

and has been an important tool in the development of complicated engineering

systems. Most visualization methods allow for detailed study of a problem

without the introduction of probes which can influence the character of the

flow.

Historical Development

Flow visualization in wind tunnels closely followed the development of

such tunnels and may be traced to Dr. Ludwig Mach of Vienna in 1893.) Mach's

indraft tunnel had a cross-section of 180 by 250 mm (7 by 10 in.) and was

driven by a centrifugal fan which could produce a speed of 10 m (33 ft) per

second. A piece of wire mesh over the inlet was used to straighten the flow.

One side of the test section was clear glass and the others were painted black.

The flow was observed and photographed by using silk threads, cigarette smoke,

and glowing iron particles. The only smoke flow photographs presented in

Reference 1 are for the flow past a plate perpendicular to the flow. The

smoke is faint and difficult to make out; nevertheless, it was a beginning.

In France, about 1899, E.J. Marcy who was famous for his photographic

studies of animal locomotion, turned his attention to photographing air in

motion.' Marcy, cognizant of the work of Mach, used a vertical wind tunnel

with a 200 by 300 mm (8 by 12 in.) cross-section. The front and sides of the

* .~ test section were glass and the back was covered with black velvet. Air was

* drawn into the tunnel by a small suction fan after passing through fine silk

* gauze at the inlet. Smoke obtained by burning wood shavings entered the wind

tunnel upstream of the gauze straighteners through a row of fine tubes.

Excellent smoke flow photographs were obtained using a magnesium flash.

Although the interest in smoke visualization continued during the first

_111



thirty years of the twentieth century, significant improvements in the

technique and results were not achieved until the 1930's. 3 The best of

the early two-dimensional smoke tunnels was developed by A.M. Lippisch in

Germany in the mid-1930's.' He obtained a large number of good smoke photo-

graphs for the flow around plates, cylinders, and airfoils, including the

Lippisch rotor-wing. Many of these photographs indicate that the turbulence

level was higher than desirable. Also, he began the development of an

intermittent smoke delivery system.

Within this same time period, F.N.M. Brown, at the University of Notre

Dame, began his research in flow visualization. His first smoke tunnel became

operational in 1937. 3 ,5 It was an indraft, open circuit tunnel with a large

inlet contraction section, and produced speeds of up to 3 m (10 ft) per

second. The test section was 305 by 1219 by 1.58 mm (12 by 48 by 1/16 in.)

deep. Photographs were obtained at about 3 m (10 ft) per second using titanium

tetrachloride for smoke. This smoke tunnel was developed primarily for class-

room demonstrations. He also developed a three-dimensional smoke tunnel which

was operational in 1940. This indraft tunnel had a single 6.30 meshes per cm

(16 per in.) screen followed by a 9:1 contraction in area. The Lest section

which had a 610 by 610 mm (24 by 24 in.) cross-section was about 914 mm (36 in.)

in length, and speeds of up to 12.2 m (40 ft) per second could be attained

using a I hp DC motor. Smoke was produced by coking wheat straw and was

,ntroduced upstream of the anti-turbulence screen through a row of tubes, i.e.,

i rake. A new three-dimensional smoke tunnel was designed but little progress

was made during World War II.

Work began in 1947 on a research three-dimensional smoke tunnel which was

operational at the University of Notre Dame in 1948.3, 5 As a result of the

lessons learned earlier, this smoke tunnel had five 5.51 by 7.09 meshes per

cm (14 by 18 per in.) bronze screens at the inlet of the 12:1 contraction

section. The test section was maintained at 610 by 610 mm (24 by 24 in.) in

cross-section and 914 mm (36 in.) long. Useful speeds of 10.7 m (35 ft) per

second could be attained using a squirrel cage fan driven by a 5 hp motor.

Coked wheat straw was used with a total of 12,000 watts of steady lighting

) to obtain photographs of the flow. This three-dimensional smoke tunnel evolved

slowly into the one used today. In conjunction with his smoke tunnel develop-

2
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ment, Brown developed a movable smoke rake and the first easy-to-use kerosene

smoke generator which could produce large quantities of smoke. He was also

the first to take three-dimensional and stereo photographs of smoke flows.

In fact, most of the progress and refinement of smoke visualization techni-

ques are credited to Brown.6

Expanding the techniques of Brown, V.P. Goddard (also at the University

of Notre Dame) was able to produce the world's first and only supersonic

smoke tunnel in 1959 .7,8 An indraft supersonic wind tunnel with seven screens

and a large inlet contraction to the nozzle throat was designed and built. A

modified Schlieren system permitted the simultaneous photographing of both

smoke and shock-wave patterns. Using the same smoke generation and injection

techniques as in the subsonic tunnels, smoke photographs were taken at speeds

of up to 404 m (1320 ft) per second (i.e., a Mach number of 1.38). Most

researchers in this field still do not believe this is possible until they

actually see it. Figure I shows two photographs taken by Goddard, indicating

the quality of the first supersonic smoke flow visualization data.

It was clear by 1959 that the smoke tunnel was an important research

tool. From publications since 19.59, it is evident that the state-of-the-art

established by Brown, Goddard and Lippisch has not changed to the present day.

As a result of-unique data Brown obtained, especially in the area of boundary

layer transition, there has been a renewed interest in using these established

techniques.

Project Scope

The purpose of this project was to Study the high speed flow visualization

method developed by Goddard and to establish the requirements for a wind tunnel,

smoke generating equipment and data acquisition methods so, this technique could

be used in other high speed flow facilities. The project was divided into two

phases. The first phase was an evaluation of the present high speed flow capa-

bility at the University of Notre Dame. The second phase was the detailed

study directed at the establishment of design criteria for a high speed smoke

flow visualization facility at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory.

As mentioned, the only known transonic and supersonic smoke flow visuali-

zation research has been conducted at the University of Notre Dame. The goal



of the first phase was to develop a better understanding of the high speed

visualization method as developed by Goddard. The preliminary work of

Goddard has shown that it is possible to introduce and maintain well defined

smoke streakllnes in a supersonic flow field. Some applications of his work

have shown that these streakline data can yield significant quantitative

information. 9

The initial work focused on the evaluation of the flow field within the

high speed flow visualization tunnels and the optical and photographic tech-

niques used in collecting smoke visualization data. The main requirement for

any facility designed to conduct flow visualization research is a low turbu-

lence level within the flow field. The low turbulence level will minimize

the diffusion of the smoke particles and allow for greater definition of the

smoke streaklines. The low turbulence levels are achieved in the University

of Notre Dame's tunnels through tle use of the high contraction ratio inlets

and the use Of anti-turbul nce screens at the entrance to the inlet. In

Goddard's original design, seven screens were used but, apparently, he did

not determine the optimum number or relative placement of these screens. The

influence of the anti-turbutence screens on the flow field is also of primary

interest. A series ot tests was performed using both photographic data for

quantitative assessment and hot-wire anemometer measurements of turbulence

levels toassess the influence of the anti-turboulence screens. These data were

use'd to e stUbI ioh thef I tw t i Id requirements for smoke flow visualization in

ho th hig11 speed su(soni i (1 an lsp'lSOlli C flow fields.

Goddard deve loped ail paqu stop Schlieren system for use with the high

speed flow visuLl iza tion; it waIs used to take simul taneous smoke/Schlieren

photographs. Siice it allowed for this unique method of simultaneous flow

visual ization analysis, one goal of the research program was to reconstruct

.this syten and ovalu tIat' its potential as a data acquisition teclnique.

.The evaluation of the best methods for lighting and photographing the

test section for direct smoke flow photography is another critical aspect of

the project. When dci'ling with such high speeds, thick tunnel wall glass,

relativoly low smoke level s, size and structural restraints associ'ited with
W high speed tuMne Is, the proper I ight ing of the smoke lines is a def inite

1p rob I em. Attempts we'r, 11. do, to dove lop opti ounal lighting and photographic

4



techniques which could be applied to different types of high speed test

sections and flow conditions. These initial studies were conducted using

some simple geometric shapes such as a sphere, a cone, a wedge, and a two-

dimensional airfoil.

The results of the initial phase were used to provide a starting point

for the development of design criteria for a much larger high speed flow

visualization capability. The design criteria are for an indraft, high

speed flow tunnel and to establish the requirements f or inlet and test section

design, smoke generation equipment and data acquisition techniques.

The characteristics of the flow in the test section are sensitive to the

inlet design. The original supersonic tunnel inlets were designed using the

same techniques as those used for Brown's subsonic tunnels. One goal was to

improve the inlet design and, having established a better understanding of

the influence of the anti-turbulence screens, arrive at an inlet/screen corn-

bination which would allow for the best application of the flow visualization

technique. A new inlet was designed and tested using the same wind tunnel

test section as in the preliminary phases of the study and it illustrated the

importance of the inlet design on the quality of the flow visualization results.

Most of the work was conducted using the kerosene smoke developed hv

Brown. There was also an evaluation of the possibility of using alternate

methods of smoke generation. Particular emphasis was placed on water-based

systems. There exist a number of alternatives which produce a smoke that is

non-toxic and that does not present the flammability probLems of kerosene. I

These methods were not found to be superior to the kerosene technique.. This

conclusion was based on a subjective evaluation of the quality of the smoke

photographs and on the safety aspects of using each technique.

The transonic flow regime provides a situation in which the smoke flow

visualization method could provide very valuable information. The non-

intrusive nature of the technique is ideal in studying the complex interaction

that can occur. For this reason,.an important aspect of this study was to

demonstrate the use of the method in a transonic wind tunnel. The design and

fabrication of such a facility was a joint effort between the Flight Dvnamics

) Laboratory and the University of Notre Dame. This tunnel was then used to

collect the first transonic smoke visualization data on record.

5



The experience gained in the initial phases of the study were incorpor-

ated into a set of design criteria for a large scale, high speed flow

visualization facility. It was initially anticipated that this facility

would be an indraft tunnel with a 0.37 sq. m (4 sq. ft) test section. Since

the size of the power requirements for such a tunnel would be very large

and the design would require a significant extrapolation of results acquired

in this study, alternative recommendations are presented.
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UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME'S HIGH SPEED SMOKE

VISUALIZATION FACILITIES

Original Tunnel Design

The supersonic tunnel facilities at the University of Notre Dame arc

air indraft, continuous flow tunnels which were designed for high speed flow

demonstrations and research. A planform view schematic of the facilities is

shown in Figure 2. Three tunnel diffusers are connected to a common manifold

which can be evacuated using one, two or three vacuu:n pumps. The pumps are

each driven by 125 hp, AC motors, with a mass flow capability sufficier for

continuous operation of the tunnels. For a typical test, only one test section

is used and the other diffusers are sealed either with a valve at the downstream

end of the diffuser or a plate placed over the upstream end.

Two different supersonic, fixed nozzle block test sections were used for

a majority of the tests conducted during this research program. Most of the

testing was conducted using the pilot tunnel shown schematically in Figure 3.

Table 1 lists certain geometric parameters for the original pilot tunnel as

used by Goddard. The original pilot tunnel was composed of a series of anti-

turbulence screens which were mounted upstream of the rigid inlet section.

The inlet itself had a rectangular cross-section with an aspect ratio (height/

width) of 3.25 at the entrance and an aspect ratio of 3.0 at the exit of the

inlet. The inlet was connected to a fixed geometry converging-divergi_:g nozzle

that was designed using the Foelsch nrthod. 13 One of the primary items of

interest in this research program involved the area contraction ratio associated

with the indraft tunnel design. For the discussions in this report, the term

"contraction ratio" will be used for the ratio of the area at inlet or screen

to the area of the test section, unless sLated otherwise. This means that the

pilot tunnel has a contraction ratio, with the original inlet and with anti-

turbulence screens attached, of 164:1.

The pilot tunnel nozzle is a two-dimensional design with a constant width

of 63.5 mm. (2.5 in.) and a design Mach number of 1.42. The test section itself

has a square cross-section approximately 50 mm (2 in.) long. Models are

positioned in the test section using an aft sting mount. Both side walls of

the test section are of optical quality glass. The top nozzle block is a

sandwich construction in which a plexiglass sheet 13 mm (0.5 in.) wide is

7
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placed between two metal blocks. The plexiglass is centered in the test

section and allows for lighting of the test section in a plane perpendicular

to the normal viewing direction.

The pilot tunnel inlet was designed using techniques which proved

successful in the development of the large, three-dimensional subsonic tunnel

at the University of Nocre Dame. The two-dimensional method of Smith and

Wang14 was used, in which the inlet horizontal and vertical contraction shapes

corresponded to streamlines in a simple, two-dimensional potential flow anology.

Thero was, apparently, no concern for the manner in which the inlet was mated

to the fixed nozzle. There was a sharp discontinuity in the slope of the con-

Lrd,:tion geometry at the point where the inlet and nozzle met. There also

existed a discontinuity in slope between the inlet extension on the upstream

end due to the anti-turbuJence screen frames and the inlet.

The inl.t screens initially used on the pilot tunnel were made of two

typOS of scrien. Six screens were made of a multi-strand nylon mesh with a

0.05 mm (0.002 in.) diameter strand and a 10 per cm (26 per in.) grid; this

represented a 9.3% blockage. The nylon was stretched on a rectangular frame

hut, due to the flexibility of the nylon strands, there was some sag in the

screen. Any screens attached to the inlet upstream of the nylon screens were

mnade of an aluminum mesh with a 0.23 nmm (0.009 in.) diameter aluminum wire in

;i uniform 7.1 per cm (18 per in.). These screens had a 29.7% blockage based

on area. The tunnel t was ,riginal ly operated using seven anti-turbulence screens.

The outermost screen at the upstream end of the inlet was a]uminum and the

remaining screens were of nylon mesh.

For the pilot tunnel operating at choked nozzle conditions, the volume

flow rate in the tunnel was 0.696 m 3 (24.6 ft3) per second of air at standard

atmospheric conditions. At the entrance to the first (metal) screen when
the tunnel was operated in the original configuration (seven screens - six

nylon and one metal), the air speed was approximately 1.1 m (3.5 ft) per

second and the Red (Reynolds number based on screen wire diameter) was 16. At

the nylon screen located in the most downstream position, the approximate flow

speed was 2. 1 m (7 ft) per second and the Red for the nylon strand was 8. These

twO Reynolds numbers gave a representative range for the anti-turbulence screens.

*. In this Reynolds number range, the flow about a two-dimensiona l circular cyl inder

. 1
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was characterized by an attached vortex pair and a laminar wake. If the

Red exceeds approximately 40, the wake is characterized by periodic vortex

shedding which could have an adverse effect on the smoke flow visualization.

A detailed discussion of the influence of the screens is presented later in

the report.

The second test section used in this research program was mounted on

the largest of the three diffusers. It, too, was a fixed geometry converging-

diverging nozzle design with a 160 mm2 (25 in. 2 ) test section and a design

Mach number of 1.51. It also had a high contraction ratio inlet and anti-

turbulence screens, as shown in Figure 4. Operating in the configuration

shown in the figure, the contraction ratio for this tunnel was 83:1. This

tunnel will be referred to as the "5 by 5" tunnel in this report.

The inlet for this tunnel was not designed for the purpose of smoke

flow visualization. The inlet does match the slope of the fixed nozzle

contour at the downstream end of the inlet. Apparently, the inlet was not

designed to any specific criteria and there are manufacturing irregularities

in the inlet geometry. Although several preliminary tests were conducted

using this inlet, most of the effort was focused on the pilot tunnel.

Smoke Generation Techniques

Direct high speed flow visualization requires the production of large

quantities of smoke. The word "smoke" is used in a very broad sense and

includes a variety of smoke-like materials such as vapors, fumes and mists.

The smoke used mos~t be lgenerated in a safe manner and must possess the

necessary I ight-scattering, qual ities so that it can be readily photographed.

It is also important that the smoke not adversely affect the wind tunnel

into which it is introdu'ed nor tie model being studied. Another desirable

but not Absotlutelv n,,cessavl-\ qual ification is that the smoke be non-toxic

in the unlikely event that the experimenters are exposed to it. Finding a

smoke-like substance which meets all these criteria is not an easy task.

A large number of materials have been used to generate smoke; examples
1 3

are, the combus tion of tobacco, rotten wood, and wheat straw, the products

of reaction of various chemico! substances such as titanium tetrachloride and

water vapor, and the vaporization of hydrocarbon oils, to name just a few.1 5

The smoke-1 ik, ma terials utid may be referred to as aerosols since aerosols
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are composed of colloided particles suspended in a gas. A great deal of

interest has been focused on aerosol properties and generation because of

their close relationship to meterology, air pollution, cloud chambers, smokes,

combustion of fuels, colloid chemistry, etc. 15 The common methods for aerosol

generation are shown in Table II which was taken from Reference 15.

Two very practical items must be carefully examined before the choice of

smoke-like material is made for flow visualization. The smoke or aerosol

particles must be as small as possible so they will closely follow the flow

pattern being studied. These smoke particles must be large enough to scatter

a sufficient amount of light so that photographs of the smoke pattern can be

obtained. An approximate range of particle size for various materials and

organisms is shown in Figure 5. Although many of these materials and sub-

stances have particle sizes below one micron, the most practical ones for

flow visualization are the tobacco smoke, rosin smoke, carbon black, and oil

smoke. There is no doubt that all these particles are small enough to follow

the flow. Note that the flow particles in water vapor (fog) are generally

much larger than one micron. If one now considers the light scattering

ability of the particles used, another constraint becomes apparent. According

to the laboratory methods of measuring particle sizes, particles should he

larger than about 0.15 micron to scatter a sufficient amount of light to be

readily seen (Figure 6). This light scattering criterion indicates that

tobacco smoke and carbon black particles are mostly lower than 0.15 micron

and, therefore, would be more difficult to photograph.

Resin is a semi-solid, organic substance exuded from various plants and

trees or prepared synthetically, whereas rosin is the hard, brittle resin

remaining after oil of turpentine has been distilled. Maltby and Keating1'

describe an electrically fused, pyrotechnic resin smoke generator which was

developed for wind tunnel use up to speeds of 16 m per second. Th1is smoke

generator was manufactured by Brocks Fireworks Company, Ltd., in England and

was based on the vaporization of resin. Maltby and Keating I b also mention

that some ammonium chlorate is present in the resin canisters, which must he

stored away from heat since this substance is unstable. The device is simply

a smoke bomb adapted for wind tunnel use. This appears to be the only mention

:* of a resin or rosin smoke generator used for wind tunnel flow visualization.

There are, of course, a large number of possible hydrocarbon mixtures,
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i.e., oils, which iu;dou, C, oUi; Ild le< .lsd to produce smoke by combustion

or vaporization. From t.., p,,iiui vitw -I laboratory safety, it would be

desirable to use canerI. il ratIIWer LIN,, the combustion technique. Pro-

pert[es of interesI at toe ,:,COlAlQ,'dr.C.trbon mixtures are shown in

Table ill. FurLilrnmore, it would allso be ;afer to use an oil which would

vaporize at the lovest ri:-sible teliperature and be the least flammable.

Figure 7 presents ddtca fIor Ilc L tIperaLlire versus per cent distilled

(vaporized) for six oils. Miirai oil ,-(equires the highest temperature for

vaporization, while cliar.oal iiicer i]nil requires the lowest. The second

lowest temperature for ' ,iza ionh is !_or kerosene. Since kerosene is less

flammable than charcoal I i ,j,:er fluid, it. is the obvious choice. Kerosene

seems to offer the be's ;pri -' wI,, .3rt i c]e size, light scattering

ability, low vaipori?, i, .-m,*).rai,: ,ir , l:i, low flanunabi.lity are considered.

Kerosene SnroKi

Although the r': ."..' .'erat, was developed by Preston and

Sweeting, one of t0e. ., .1 ) t il smoke generators was designed by

F.N.M. Brown it 961, r... L A, o> c u .n se kerosene smoke were

produced quickly alnd ,i : ,,v i .c or. This four-tube kerosene

generator is sch.-rin 58.

A flat eltciri , ; i, . : o,,i.-- inside a 51 mm (2 in.) square

thin wa I colldiit_ t -ll . f_ e it a convenient angle

(about (A0) ') :u;,-;i . r i:, on the unit at the upper end

of chu11 tu ,' ,So' a a " , ,i, pt iid oe the strip heater. It has

been deermined lhi , a ,',' :o p:,,:iiarelv two drops per second is

more than su ff cci, c am :< I,. .'h-. i,, ai noun t of smoke. Faster rates

result in iu ileot , a, '::, ,1,o ion. Furthermore, an extremely
fast drip rate ir. r-,ni s,,-i ii in, of the unit. A squirrel cage

blower mounted at- t'e I !,d , the ,ii is used to force the smoke through

the system. The squirrtet , b owtr is; more or less mandatory - in the event

of back-firing the sudd..n jlncrea!se in pressure is easily transmitted through

the rotor.
'4.-.

Before encering th, sm,,;A. cale. tilt suoke is allowed to pass through a

- 4.heat exchan ger made of 4P mm ( i.i5 in) d1ameter pipe, as shown in Figure 9.

* The prime funct ion , tI i.- e e:.:,ha,nt i, to coo] the smoke down to room

%II
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temperature. The entire system has drain cocks conveniently located, one at

the bottom of each tube of the generator itself to remove excess oil not

converted to smoke, and others at the bottom of the heat exchanger to remove

whatever oil might h.1ve been condensed. After passing through the heat

exchanger condenser system, the smoke flows into a 97 mm (3.82 in.) manifold

and is passed through an absorbent cloth filter. This filter serves a dual

purpose: it removes most of the remaining lighter tars and aids in distri-

buting the smoke uniformly into the evenly spaced tubes that extend from the

manifold. As will be mentioned later in the report, a number of differently

sized tubes were used during this study. These evenly spaced tubes determine

the initial smokeline spacing. Such an array of tubes with the manifold has a

rake-like appearance and, thus, is referred to as a smoke rake.

Appropriate measures should he taken to guard against leaks in the

system and to provide an outside exhaust from the tunnel, for the excessive

and prolonged inhalation of oil smoke would he a health hazard.

Various types of oil have been tried. It has been found that kerosene

produces the best quality smoke. Kerosene may be obtained from Thompson-

Hayward Chemical Company in Kansas City, Kansas, under the name of

Deodorized APCO #467.

Oil smoke generators of this type have been constructed in single,

double, and quadruple units. This grouping arrangement of units is hasically,

a method of increasing the volumetric output of smoke.

Alternative Methods

The only reason for trying to replace the kerosene smoke generation

technique of Brown would be to produce a non-toxic and non-flammable smoke-

like substance. All products of combustion, reactions of chemical substances,

oil and paraffin, vapors, and aerosols are toxic to some degree. 18 - o Many

of these substances are flammable and some are corrosive or chemically active.

The only technique available which does not have one or more of these undesir-

able properties appears to be the steam-liquid nitrogen method. 0 1 2  However,

generating large quantities of steam in some type of boile? presents a different

safety hazard. After generation, the steam is mixed with liquid nitrogen and
introduced into the wind tunnel. Although the apparatus used to generate the

steam is somewhat different in References 10 and 12, the end product is the

12



same . ODLII Lh .I t .'. ,.lo i.rou 'n.,osito.laboratories have used pure

steam with rasoo .. :... :t. steaiti o" steam-liquid nitrogen mixtures

have beoni ioul i0 i.'. I i rkui. subs;onic wind tunnels.

AIthoagh Oie 1 s., :r s fo, L!,w . is'il ization has the advantage of

being clt an and iui;-Itoxi L Co. WINO', jd ,anrages. For example, the

system teinperature m, rt I,. r-tr., ,d ,.:rrfuJ11v if a neutrally buoyant fog

is to be obtt lcd. .L, p,''ve 0 *,it r * water vapor is composed of much

larger part icleys oo t 1._1 oil .--moke. It also has the disadvantage

thoIL the Ste mitll - ,!.a c- on co,' ikiel surfaces, walls, and other

protr-usions i ii '. , _L", t -1i i,' I l -': photographs reasonably well and

can produce usi i [:I i ro tr ; i determine whether or not steam

was IIuseble C f I", _ iridraft, supersonic wind

[tti 
-s, .1 0 ! . ,-r" l ,Lt n from an industrial,

pcta t, ce . ., i the firs screen of the

pi ot t)[ ,._ I h trob higher than the

dir oti!L~rirc. .. "" (,,,' tironi, the test. section and the

,t rrc~ki w_ . . ... ,I.i . 'he diacniter of the steam

L.-L 1 t rowI 11( ." " ict- tI d inv si i gation; never-

tnI o>- :- . I ... ., ti i ,: hod. Also, the steam

xv c' . -~-s 0' " 0. , t reams of the steam

, , " ii.. . . "i v , I -ropcti positioning of

t ln ot tl i, : t t 'inine test section

iii ' -* ' -, 'I ',i c .
< ',;15 -;!ih le condensation

of tilt- ', : ,.0.' i1 ti S I , Lu e, ithe steam

di ft ion Li .. . it 1Wt p1'(il t .

,,~' L :L tIm for low speed

1i t i. l I u ,-d ; P, ,,! 'disp c It. liquid

it'D oi 0 - r.,.r L- ,., i: ' l. This flow visuali-

/. Litii I .... .11 1 o , i' , st d (maximum t unnel

si,cd v s pt- d- . 0 -, , -- aert- .1 ,\scen was developed was

to ave i tilt, r,' . . ,: . I hot ,i. POP was or iginal ly thought

t' h -:'.-i ,. , .it r n , wl!ich llmits its use.

]'* - I ' I r.O -,'F," { I , l i -ot It'l.i(or alide br

. ', I I lit- , i: t r e',t-l{rator

}.2w
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used was the Cloud Maker, Model No. fl-48. Inl~tlaliy, an attempt was made

to pump the smoke from the generator into the usual smoke rake before intro-

ducing it into the tunnel. The smoke generator could not provide adequate

pressure nor smoke volume to do this so the smoke was taken directly from

the generator in a flexible hose which was then mounted in front of the

screens. The generator was unable to produce large quantities of smoke but

a single smoke filament was visible, although faint. One of the photographs

in Figure 11 shows the comparison between the two types of smoke at the same

time. The kerosene smoke is more dense simply because there is more of it;

also, being closer to the light, it appears to he brighter. The mnore unfor-

tunate aspect of the mineral oil is that it condenses on the model. Th11is

foul ing of the model Woold 1i 0ost likely be cons idered a ma jor drawback of t.-

mineral oil smoke.

Al though many subs tances have been U-sed to Ir rduICe smoke f-or flow

visualiza tion in wind tunnel2 s , kerosene smo ke appears to h1i ye a S i go i fr i

advantage over all other substances studied. Withi a properly designdI Alld

ma ina i ned generation and (list ribhut ion svstorn, ke ro so ne -Wloke s ho iilt not

present any signiificant Ilire Ih aard OF to X i Ci ty probI( I IM. 1 102ren indeLitr1 01f

the resul~ts presente'd in this rt'port were ach~icvcd 15igtile kerosene sm',Kt

generatiotn systemri.

Smoke f'low otrpii

OneV 01 1C iitSt c rit-i':il aspects Of 110 W v Vi Skloi ,Ition pb giIlil

10 obt ain ing sufici'ien t li 1 Ilt Il the' snbj f'r( 1 ! liIrst. lli Will,; Ltl non>

appli cat ions this prOblicli is of ten the mos0t tliiin It. to ox', r'"'i

of space l imitations. Tllt ma in probl em is Ihe'lrt (I1,12111- ill ' lilniJ

required for proper ii luminatitoni of the smoke ASea W01 to's s eI ill

maintaining high c 1)01ra sI be tweeti t le smoke :in Ld it bar kg _rod . As ,s lii 2

speed wind tunnelIs hayt' \'er\vI ltl' Vit'iew og 11ciS oa*ln' is; gent(' 1:11I 1"Ci' rd

to use less l ight tii,ii d125 i ablel toi ulimni1;11 2 tiliWailt'ti cr1I cl l:or- idVel-;,

h Ieating problems. Sport' I m1l tati stitS tt'Oll reCst iCt tii. I)i ,lCttl1ii)t 0tI liglit 5

and cameras.

Figiirt' 12 iII Its t,rt's t il t I Ire Cm111)5 -( )lo1 1 1oiin g Ise I g t lo i n I'v rII I Ptl)

WI When t ilt I i giu Is S ilT' JW n; i I i Ill I'd Oil theL 01)P opp s i it d ft' o t I Ii I I 11k 'i tII o

tit' d i ro'i c L it k I ~ ' of I lieew 1 1 amiera it ii ril ng'ullll t is 1 i I k l,'r

71
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lighting." Glare from the model can be minimized using the back lighting

arrangement. If the lights are positioned on the same side of the tunnel as

the camera, the arrangement is called "front lighting." Major difficulties

with front lighting are in the reflections and glare from the model and tunnel

windows. These problems can be minimized by proper positioning of the lights

and camera. However, when there is a limited viewing area and space is res-

tricted, it may not be possible to position the lights properly. The final

lighting arrangement is called "top" or "bottom lighting." This arrangement

can be used in any test section where the flow can be illuminated in a plane

perpendicular to the normal viewing direction. It is accomplished in the

Notre Dame pilot tunnel by using a test section nozzle block which has a

transparent plastic insert in the top portion of the block. The test section

can be illuminated through this transparent slit. An advantage of top and

bottom lighting is that the light source is normal to the field of view and

interference such as reflection and glare from the model is minimized.

The type of light source required for smoke visualization tests depends

upon the particular test being conducted. The two most widely used light

sources are stroboscopic and high intensity continuous lamps. Short duration

flash lamps such as the General Radio 1532-B strobolumes or their equivalent

have been found to produce satisfactory results. These lamps operate from an

electrical source of 120 volts and 60 cycles. The power consumed varies up

to 500 watts, depending upon the flash rate. The output of an individual

lamp is rated at 10 megacandlepower when the flashing rate is set at 60 flashes

per minute. The rated duration of the flash is approximately 30 micro-seconds.

For still photographs, the strobolumes are synchronized with the camera shutter

and operate similarly to any camera using an electronic flash. With movies,

the flash rate is adjusted to the framing speed. The number of lamps required

depends on the nature of the test being conducted. For continuous lighting,

high intensity spot lamps are required. A summary of the photographic equipment

needed for smoke flow photography is included in Table IV.

Photographic Procedures

In the later sections of this report much will he said regarding the

tunnel design requirements for producing quality smoke filaments in the test

section. Over the years, many universities and research laboratories (both
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government and private) have attempted to obtain flow visilalizattnn data at

low speeds. Most of these efforts have ended in failure for a variety of

reasons. Even in tunnels where quality smoke is aivailable, onlv poor smoke

flow photographs were obtained. One can on]v \' pecul ate on thu recasons for

such failure. However, one of the difficuilties is probab] v due to the factL

that the experimentalist could see the flow pattern with his eye but was

unable to obtain good photographic plates. This is usually because, in suich

installations, the photographic work is left to a photographic technician.

To achieve quality smoke photographs, the epriie aIV)dIdiciS huld

also be the photographecr. Anl experimental aodam stis, faiiiar wi tI

the phenoma and their iniflutences onl the smi ke pat tecrn inllt 1 IO ow il]

This; is not to say that a photographic tchnClic i :i alino11t Ie use1,d; however,

the aerodynamicist must he willing to spend c ough tLime withI the, phtotographer

so the technician knows what is required . Somelt of ifeh d it fic llt ic.s inl

obta ining qua] itv smoke flow pho1togratphs die I iicidt! ii %.n o a'

Process ing the photographic data I)r-elIS ) out her ch,1] I ege. !)ife to

the di ffiCttl ies in lighting, the photogira-phic plajtes: aJrettsi 1, unde k.r-

exposed and the exposure is genera I v uineven). ilhete~.oudc

quality print, an uneenC1 expo0Sureo eljL Th e;ty arv e. is proceAdIllck

is- referred to as 'photogra phic dodging.'' It enh n enlhance the(

Photographic image, i.e., to caIpture All L11 (iti enl Ill, sci I :g i, Ie)

p~erson processing the fil Imust know what In or she, i.s- Iooi , lug or iii he

print, otherwise much, if not all, uiSeful l:Ii Will he lest . "afe'I _sJjj-

marizes the Photographic procedures needed t? ohfa in sood phoi-,raiphs.

One final po inLt the use Of f low Vi sual izi t ionl t c i .iues ill tielt' Sod x

of compl icated flow paitterm-i, is as much an airt as i t is a1 science. 01h tot in lug1

good f low visua,-l [zaL in data requ i res a great del IOf paIt ience and1( L illcf. E,( I,

new appl ication will present. the experimental ;icrod(vamlic i st WI thi new phloto0-

graphic d if filenIties. Howe ve r, w it: I i patL i en ce an1 1d some e f t ort Ltile, 1n in g in 1t o''

visual izat ion dalta can he acquired.

Preliminary Vi stial iza tion Stutd ies

To es tabli sh some experience wit h eel ICC ttn; Ii hS])e'd flIow v i SIa Ii/za -

tLion data, one of the firs t tasks invol ved photograph jug i nuimber of different

models at variouis fl ow spee(ds iii the two or igi ia ueroi wind tinie Is
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(5" by 5" and pilot tunnel). These data provided a baseline for future

studies and helped indicate areas in which improvements could be realized.

Through the use of the pilot tunnel, Goddard showed the potential of the

smoke visualization technique. These preliminary tests were intended to

determine what factors could influence the quality of the visualization data

that Goddard collected using the pilot tunnel and whether or not the technique

could be extended to the "5 by 5" tunnel, a larger but apparently comparable

design.

The first set of experiments to be discussed here were conducted in the

0.127 by 0.127 m (5 by 5 in.) test section. The tests were conducted using

a full tunnel span right circular cylinder model with a 16 mm (5/8 in.)

diameter. The camera was mounted on the side of the tunnel section, with the

camera axis normal to the window. Lights were positioned on the opposide side

of the tunnel and out of the direct field of view of the camera (back lighting).

They were also positioned to eliminate reflections off the tunnel walls and

model. Both still and high speed motion picture photographs were attempted.

Some sample photographs at free stream Mach numbers of approximately 0.2 and

0.6 are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

The still photographs were taken using stroboscopic flash illumination,

synchronized with the camera shutter. Thle high speed motion pictures were

taken at 125 frames per second using synchronized strobe lighting, and at

500 frames per second with continuous lighting.

Additional tests were conducted using the "5 by 5" tunnel to evaluate

the suitability of back lighting for a number of different models in super-

sonic flow. Figures 15 and 16 include some of the results from these tests.

It is quite noticeable that, as the Mach number increased, there was a

reduced smoke density and it was more difficult to achieve photographs of

thle same qualj. as Goddard's originals. There was adequate light on the

smoke streakl'ines with the camera set in an f:22 to f:32 range with a 210 mm

lens. The large f stop allowed for good focal field depth. The exchange

between focal depth and light intensity is critical. Unfortunately, although

it was adequate at the lowest speed (M =0.2), at higher speeds the smoke

quality was rather poor.

The other models used in this study included at 16 mm (5/8 in.) diameter
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spherical model and an AR = 0.59, 7' double wedge airfoil, wing model.

Figures 15 and 16 highlight some of the problems associated with the "5 by 5"

tunnel/inlet design. There Is considerable breakdown of some of the streak-

lines, particularly at the supersonic condition, while some of the streaklines

remain quite well defined. Two different smoke rakes were used to introduce

the smoke upstream of the screens. For the "5 by 5" tunnel, the best results

seem to be achieved using the rake with the largest (19 mm, 0.75 in.) smoke

tube inner diameter. This simply allows for the introduction of larger

quaiif i t ie o smioke iiti re ducecs th e ffLec L of the di f fus ion ) rub I s.

:l tholi .h tl, (itil i tv si" lit, vi sul i;'ition data in tie '5 1y 5' tuY' nnel Wi:s

I es: than desi hJit , ir did provide imul valuable information. This tunnel

Ipp,-i-'t to v I ll I flilt- i-rit ir a wi hich had been associtied with successtll

v;: ,,. I t it in t.cili i ,s (li:+ ii ;i' ion ratio, ainti-turbulence screen i in;)

it It-, ,,, .tqpalelnclt lt L lIh,'' Woll II l Ve to be defined in1 preater detail

b-t ot-('1-' 1'1/I, 1 d i , i' 'ritC L : ii ctOlll be ' t abI i sliied .

:i iI.:.' Ii.:, l- ,f f cI inifirv \,isuilization stulv involved an

invest ; ,i t, ! i l t I ! ''I- I! , ti ant i -turbulence screens on the qual itV

I t t I ., is] r n! Ii I sw I! [. T c snoke was ltroducl'Cd ilito til' tLe t

;4.c i ln it t ' , I I it IIll0 - to I iti l oI L I ' set of .illt i-turlleI nce, sc vI, c s.

I( 't i , ! t i v. ' ,, i )1 .-; i ins ) rtur 4 o f tn t i -f tIirbu IOl iC o -sl - relI

T. -,i . ti t I i i i ,i -t I ri.' w (' pt cir c , Tt 1 pcer in.) s(, reens w, 'rt,

lt I I t I I . I I ' i t 1i 1 .1 ! 'V'll icreen,;. '[''st!4 wCr e ct on I h t'-d

ii-;itl' - ,l' .i t ii ,w4 ' , t IiV , ,eve i , i1 h itani c l tv n Scre II.s , andi

W i ti I ", t , d ,, ill. i * i l (I. I) €
4 

9' i 11 . ) i1net- d i 111e ter silloke rake ;iId it s-i I i

'lin, l. l s. d sit-i r tret , r.ike. SOille Of tHie rt-lcf ts of thes, [,,

It" 1-di1ws 1 ilts , -,-I ' . It was of great interest to nolo that the addi-

1 I it, 1, ,, Cel [ it' s'Vt'l IISid b}\' (;iOddai-d. resul Led in an inmproveirent in

tit, i ii i t ,l t -i sri k - .t' kk I i -11 ,S .

\rn ,'! I ,-st I I t ,f iii ,- :iss,,'i aftt with ilth' opor ltion (if aIll ild va I
* ;i lial ,', ,., I irs-l l w,,,ii ,,, -'tu1f,'red. i~s t ie air fron th te atnio lir is at elt-

., ii -1 t , . i - i-i, , t lit, ,t- t iic t lf pe raij rt i tItrojs . As it (Irops t I o, w

t4i' ,t-iW p,,i f1 -'11d ,s II,1 'I) i b g .q ; t i) Is ittld C (11-t can ho it 1 a I a 1 r low

iA ?'t I , i , i i- ti i l ,, i-i" fhl, I h"i1,]l t v of l ie vi ,tiatl iz t ion da ta . So loll i; is

l..,{ it, , I l/ I,, II'M ,i l 't' w, h l 10' 1 th re WC - IIO'VC'I" 1111\'



with condensation in either the pilot or the "5 by 5" tunnel. Condensation

was not apparent to the eye nor evident on the photographic records. In these

cases, even though the static temperature in the test section may have been

below the dew point, the air was not supercooled; the acceleration was so

rapid between inlet and test section that there was not adequate time for

vapor formation. There were instances, when the outside temperature exceeded

800 F with high relative humidity, when the condensation was a significant

problem and severe enough to preclude operation of the tunnel. The high

humidity causes both a condensation shock and severe clouding of the test

section with water vapor. It is apparent that, unless the air in the plenum

from which the air is drawn is dried, there will be some limitations on the

operation of such an indraft facility. At the University of Notre Dane, this

means that during two months (July and August), the use of the visualization

facility is questionable and dependent upon daily weather conditions.

Inlet Flow Field Study

The experience with the original tunnel designs indicated, and not

surprisingly so, that the inlet design and associated turbulence management

devices were critical to the success of the smoke flow visualization method.

The preliminary visualization studies conducted in the pilot tunnel showed a

direct correlation between the number of screens and the quality of the smoke

visualization results, and indicated that improvements were possible. It was

felt that a more complete understanding of the inlet flow field required having

quantitative data as well as the qualitative smoke photographs. A series of

detailed hot-wire anemometry measurements of the inlet flow field was then

conducted.

The tests were made using a DISA Type 55M0l CTA hot-wire system with a

DISA Type 55D10 linearizer unit. Both single wire and X-wire probes were

4 ;rrused for both turbulence and mean velocity measurements. The turbulence data

were processed using a TSI rms digital voltmeter (Model 1076). The output

signal from the linearizer unit was filtered to eliminate all signals above

10 kHz and both the mean and rms voltage measurements were made with the

digital voltmeter. The geometry of the original inlet, the Smith and Wang

design, is shown in Figures 20 and 21; it will be referred to as the Smith!

Wang inlet in this report. The inlet was modified so the hot-wire probe could
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be positioned at locations 1, 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 22. The hot-wire

probe was initially supported on the inlet itself but preliminary data

indicated that the wire output was significantly influenced by mechanical

vibrations of the inlet. The hot-wire assembly was then supported from the

floor of the laboratory and no significant vibrations were apparent in the

hot-wire signals.

The first series of tests involved measurements of the mean velocity and

turbulence intensity along the centerline of the original inlet. At port

location #1, tile probe was located 38 mm (1.5 in.) behind the entrance to the

inlet, i.e., behind the most downstream screen. The mean velocity was 3.05 m/.

(10 ft/s) at this Ioca tion on the tunnel center]ine. The rms velocity flucta-

tions are given in Figures 23, 24 and 25. At port #l, the velocity fluctuations

ranged from 0.043 to 0.012 m/s (0.14 to 0.4 ft/s). All the turbulence level

llCSUremei ts were conducted t-; ing tie same sequence of screens. The first

ie l'mel -t were coindtl ted WiLh1 no scI( ls ill Ithe, inlet and then one, thr(e

llj l ive fabric screens were added. Once the five fabric screens were ill p , ac,

metal screens were added unil a total of thirteen were mounted upstream ol the

inlet. The screens were removed in pairs and the results checked for repeata-

bility. With only a few screent; present, the fluctuations in the rms signal

were significant and Figu res 23-25 give the ,xtent of these fluctuations. TIh

results for port #l show, very dramatically, tile influence of the screens ()I

the fluctuations in the ies signal. ''here is a rapid decrease in the range ,'f

the fluctuations alld in Lthe mean velocity f] uctuat ions with the addition of tile

first five screens. The disturbances which are drawn into the tunnel and those

created by the screen should not be directionally dependent, so that, although

the turbulence measurements are for the axial component of velocity, they sho(ok

reflect similar trends in the other, normal, components of the velocity flucuta-

tions.

Port !'2 was located so tile probe was 0.34 m (13.5 in.) behind the entrance

to the inlet. The mean velOcity was 26.3 m/s (88 ft/s). The magnitude of the

rms signal increased over the value from port #1 as would be expected due to

the rapid increase in the mean speed. The same trends which were present in

, port #1, with respect to the number of screens, were shown at port '2. Aga in,

the largest improvement in tile turbulence levels took place with the addition
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of the first seven screens, witn a mare gradual decrease after that. Port

#3, located 0.48 m (19.4 in.) downstream of the entrance to the inlet, demon-

stated a behavior comparable to ports #1 and #2. The mean velocity at port

#3 was 49.4 rn/s (162 ft/s) and this increase in mean speed was also reflected

in an increase in the magnitude of the rms velocity fluctuations. The third

port was located in the section of the inlet in which the area was nearly

constant but still upstream of the fixed nozzle block. Surface oil flow

studies in this region of the inlet did show a separation region ahead of the

forward facing "step" creaced by the discontinuity in slope between the nozzle

block and the inlet. Although the surface oil flow results were highly quali-

tative and difficult to record with any detail due to the small size and inac-

cessibility of the downstream end of the inlet, there was quite obviously a

separation region. The presence of such a region, even though it was confined

to the near wall region in the constant area section of the inlet, could account

for the somewhat larger range in the velocity fluctuations with even a large

number of screens present.

The centerline axial turbulence level measurements are summarized in the

form of turbulence intensity measurements for all three ports in Figure 26.

These results correlate quite well with the preliminary smoke flow visualization

data described in the previous section of this report. The visualization data

showed a marked improvement in the quality of the smoke streaklines during the

addition of the first seven screens. This agrees directly with the turbulence

level measurements. Additional screens (from seven to eleven) do indicate a

slight improvement at each of the ports studied. Since the streakline carries

with it a "history" of the turbulence, this somewhat slight decrease in turbu-

lence is reflected as a continued improvement in smoke streakline quality.

This is particularly noted as an increased steadiness of the streakltnes when

the eleven anti-turbulence screens were used.

It is particularly significant to note that as more screens were added

to the original inlet, the geometry of the inlet was actually significantly

altered. With eleven screens in position, the inlet is 32% longer than with-

S out them. The screens actually form a constant area section upstream of the

converging inlet. It then becomes difficult to separate the influence of the

screens from the influence of the modified inlet geometry.
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As a result of these preliminary tests, it was decided to design and

fabricate another inlet for the pilot tunnel. There is a detailed discussion

of inlet design methodology presented later in this report but it was apparent

early in the project that there was no "best" method available for three-

dimensional inlet designs. It was decided to try to arrive at the simplest

design available which appeared to overcome the problems with the Smith/Wang

inlet design. The new pilot tunnel inlet which will be referred to as the

Modified Pilot Tunnel inlet or MPT inlet in this report is shown in detail in

Figures 27-29; a photograph of the inlet installed on the pilot tunnel is

shown in Figure 30. The criteria used to design this inlet were:

1. Eliminate the wall slope discontinuity at the junction between

the inlet and the fixed nozzle block.

2. Eliminate the wall slope discontinuity at the upstream end of

the inlet and attempt to have the flow normal to the screens

across the entire inlet.

3. Use the same screens as used with the Smith/Wang inlet on the

pilot tunnel. The new tunnel would then have the same contraction

ratio, and upstream and downstream inlet height to width ratio.

4. Simplify design and fabrication requirements by having the inlet

geometry composed of straight lines and circular arc sections.

Both hot-wire and smoke flow data were collected using the new inlet

design. The hot-wire anemometry data were collected in a manner similar to

that for the Smith/Wang inlet ind the results are shown in Figures '31-35. The

hot-wire probes were located at the following positions relative to the upstream

end of the inlet.

FMPT Inlet Distance from Inlet Lip Centerline Velocity

Port #1 0.054 m (2.13 in.) 1.59 m/s (5.2 ft/s)

Port #2 0.384 m (15.13 in.) 3.84 m/s (12.6 it/s)

Port #3 0.613 m (24.13 in.) 19.9 m/s (65.3 ft/s)

The axial velocity fluctuations vary with the number of anti-turbulence

- screens for each of the three ports. Figures 31-33 indicate the same type o,

behavior as observed in the Smith/Wang inlet. It is important to note that
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the three ports used for the MPT inlet do not correspond to the same cross-

sectional areas or mean velocities as the port locations for the original

inlet. At port #1, Figure 31, there has been a decrease in the axial com-

ponent of the velocity fluctuations with the addition of screens but this

has not been a particularly large reduction. Port 1 is located in the extreme

upstream end of the inlet, in an almost constant area section. As indicated

in References 21 and 22, the screens have a greater influence on the velocity

fluctuations in the plane of the screen (i.e., those normal to the mean flow

direction). This is supported with the results of a series of X-wire anemom-

etry measurements in which both axial Wu) and transverse (v') velocity fluc-

tuations were measured. Figure 35 shows the results for ports #/1 and 1/2 of

the NPT inlet of the transverse turbulence intensity; the marked reduction is

very evident until about seven screens are added. The axial turbulence

intensity measured with the X-wire probe was also compared with the single

wire measurements in Figure 34 (solid symbols). This figure also indicates

the importance of the contraction on the turbulence intensity level which drops

by an order of magnitude between ports #11 and #/3.

A series of smoke flow visualization studies was also conducted using thle

NPT inlet with the pilot tunnel, Figure 36. The sequence of photographs

illustrate both top and back lighting techniques using one, three, seven and

eleven screens. The model shown in these photographs is a 200 half angle cone

with a 100 boattail afterbody. These data show much more dramatically than tile

hot-wire results the improvements realized with the new inlet design. With only

one screen the smoke streaklines are discernible, though diffused, unlike the

Smith/Wang inlet; with as few as three screens, the smoke quality is reasonably

good. There is still a mild unsteadiness with seven s.creens but using eleven

screens results in very good quality, high contrast smoke streaklines. These

visual results correspond well with the hot-wire data and, although they do

aot provide definitive, quantitative criteria for the design of a smoke tunnel,

they do indicate the influence of two important aspects, the inlet design and

the use of anti-turbulence screens.

Z, It is worth noting a couple of additional tests which were conducted

A during the evaluation of the inlet and screens. Since honeycomb has been

a considered an effective turbulence management device and has been used in a
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number of wind tunnel applications, a honeycomb insert was fal-ricated and

evaluated with the pilot tunnel. The honeycomb used was a six-sided cell,

with a 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) cell width and an 88 mm (3.5 in.) depth, made of

paper. Some smoke streakline data using the hioneycomb section, both alone

and in conjunction with the screens, are shown in Figure 17. The cell size

of the honeycomb tested was smaller than the inner diameter of the smoke rake

tubes. The smoke streaklines were then split as they passed through the

honeycomb, bringing about a "stringy" character to the smoke. Even the

addition of screens downstream of the honeycomb does not completely eliminate

this effect. The hot-wire data associated with the honeycomb are shown in

Figure 38. The honeycomb is effective in reducing the turbulence intensity

but an examination of the hot-wire signal shows that the honeycomb produces

a very definite wake structure. Although it may effectively eliminate much

of the large-scale turbulence, the small-scale disturbances caused by the

honeycomb itself remain. They are not effectively damped by the short con-

traction section, and the disturbance of the smoke at the honeycomb is carried

along into the test section and degrades the streakline data.

Difficulties associated with the use of any anti-turbulence devices such

as screens or honeycomb are the losses associated with the flow through these

devices and the increased power required to run the tunnel. Since most facil-

ities use only a few anti-turbulence screens, tests were conducted to determine

the total pressure losses associated with the use of a large number of screens.

Figure 39 gives the results of such a test in which the sequence of the screens

(whether fabric or metal first) was varied. The total pressure was measured

using a pitot-static tube located at the tunnel centerline in the MPT inlet.

As would be expected, there may well be a variation in losses across the face

of the inlet but these data were not acquired. As can be seen in Figure 39,

the first few screens account for a majority of the losses and the effect of

additional screens is not so great. This is most likely due to modification

of the velocity distribution over the inlet face. With the addition of more

screens, the flow at the inlet is most likely more uniform and the speed near

the centerline is reduced, accounting for the smaller losses in this region.

Since heating of the air is not a factor in the indraft tunnel and the losses

associated with the screens are rather small, it is felt that the use of the

large number of screens is not a detrimental factor when considering overall

tunnel performance.
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Optical Data Acquisition Techniques

There are a variety of optical techniques that can be used to analyze

the flow patterns around aerodynamic shapes in a supersonic flow. Only those

techniques which can be readily used in conjunction with the smoke streaklines

will be discussed in this section.

Smoke photographs depend upon the scattering of light, while Schlieren

and shadowgraph photography depend upon the deflection of light rays from

their normal path. A combined smoke and Schlieren/shadowgraph picture can be

produced by three separate procedures. The first procedure entails the expo-

sure of two photographic plates. A shadowgraph can be produced by exposing a

photographic plate with a point light source passing through the test section.

The resulting negative reveals the shock patterns present in the flow field.

Using the same camera, a second photographic plate is exposed using strobe

lights synchronizLd to the camera shutter. The negative will yield the images

of the smoke streaklines. If the alignment of the optical system is unchanged

during the photographic process, the two negatives can be aligned and a com-

posite picture printed. This procedure has been used successfully bv Goddard

and later by Slovisky and Roberts. 9 For this technique to produce valid flow

visualization data, the following two conditions must be satisfied:

1. The two photographed images must be identical in size and suitab:,

photographic markings must be present in both negatives so that

the negatives can be properly aligned for the composite print.

2. Because of the time lag involved in taking two separate photographs,

the resulting photographic composite is onlv valid if the flow

field is a perfectly steady flow.

This procedure could also be used to obtain a composite Schlieren/smoke photo-

graph.

Obviously, it would be desirable to obtain a simultaneous photographic

image of the smoke and shock patterns. This would eliminate the difficulties

inherent in the first technique. Two different optical arrangements were
- - tested to obtain simultaneous photographs. The first arrangement consisted

of modifying an existing conventional knife-edged Schlieren system. A sketch

, ) of the Schlieren system used in Notre Dame's Aerodynamics Laboratory is shown
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in Figure 40. To convert this to an opaque Schlieren system, the slit

source was replaced by a point source and the knife-edge replaced by a round

opaque stop.

A Schlieren system configured in this way produces a relatively dark

field with density deviations appearing as bright lines. The dark field is

necessary to produce the required contrast between the background and smoke

lines which are illiminated by another light source.

The modified Schlieren system is a single-pass system using two mirrors.

Both point and slit light sources were used in conjunction with point and slit

opaque stops. The combination of a slit light source and a 1.58 mm (0.0625 in.)

opaque slit stop produced a picture that could not be focused. Three different

point sources and stops were used. The diameters used were 0.889, 1.78 and

2.54 mm (0.035, 0.07 and 0.10 in.). Several tests were conducted using the

modified Schlieren system. Very clear images of shock waves were obtained

using this system. Figure 41 shows an attached oblique shock on a 9' half

angle wedge at a Mach number of 1.42. The only light which passed bv the

opaque stop was that refracted in passing through the shock wave. The inter-

action of the shock with the test section wall and the reflected wave with the

body ;rnd sting are shown in detail.

A test was also conducted using the same model but with smoke present.

The smoke was illuminated using both back and top lighting methods, with onlv

marginal results. Due to the size of the Schlicren system, the intensity of

the light reflected from the smoke and collected bv the camera used in the

Schlieren system was quite low. Figure 42 shows a sample photograph of the

simultaneous Schlieren/smoke system.

A new opaque stop Schlieren svstem was designed and evaluated. The

system was essentially : reconstruction of Goddard's original set-up. A

sketch of the system is shown in Figure 43. The mirror, beam splitter, mount-

ing pins and benches were purchased from Edmund Scientific Corporation,

Barrington, New Jersey. The mounting brackets were fabricated in the Aerospace

Laboratory's machine shop. Although no satisfactory photographic results came

from this invest igation, several things were lca rned with regard to the experi-

mental set-tup. First, it- is imperative, that the system be mounted on optical

benches so that accurate l ig,nmvnt and positiouing of the optical equipment
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can be achieved and maintained. Second, the size of the spherical mirror

should be at least as large as the test section viewing area. The focal

length of the mirror should be selected so that the camera could be located

close to the test section. The closer the camera can be placed to the test

section, the better the smoke images will be. The reason for using the

opaque stop Schlieren is to create an image where the shock and expansion

waves appear as light images on a black backgound. The smoke lines were

illuminated by strobe lights controlled by the camera shutter; this allowed

for the super-position of the smoke and Schlieren images. If the cami ra was

positioned too far from the test section, the smoke images were too faint tor

photographic analysis. The primary reason for the failure of this particular

procedure was due to the poor quality of the optical components. All the

mirrors used in this investigation failed to focus the image to a point at

the opaque stop. It is believed that this technique would work if high qua ity

optical components were used in the system.
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NEW FACILITIES AND Dl IGN CRITERIA

Although the primary goal of the project was to define criteria with

which a large, high speed flow visualization facility could be designed, an

important part of establishing this criteria was to demonstrate that these

methods could be used in the transonic flow regime. This required the

designing and fabrication of an indraft, transonic wind tunnel which would

be compatible with the existing facilities at the University of Notre Dame.

The design of this tunnel was strongly influenced by the experience gained

in the studies doctimentto earlier in this report.

Inlet Design Methods

When considering the design of a wind tunnel contraction section, some

or all of the following criteria were used:

1. A high degree of exit flow uniformity.

2 . No flow separation or unsteadiness within the inlet.

3. Minimize boundary laver growth.

4. Reduction in upstream turbulence and intensity.

5. Shortest possible length to reduce overall facility size and

cost.

As in most design problems, the criteria were not complementary.

Reference 23 mentions that Prindtl considered tile ialet design problem and

realized almost any smooth, curved surface could be used for a contraction

cone geometry if the flow were inviscid. Different geometries would yield

different degrees of votcitv nonuniformitv at the exit section and, for most

geometries, a relatively gr;dual transition is required to achieve "good"

uniformity. However, the more gradual tie transition, the greater the length

for boundary layer developmint. Figures 44 and 45 from Reference 24 highlight

some of the practical probleoms associated with flow in a simple axisymmetric

contraction geometry. Figure 44 shows that, even if the upstream flow were

uniform, there exist nonomiformities in the velocitv di,;tribution at both the

* upstream and downstream ends of the contraction section. As in all subsonic

flows, the presence ol the in let is felt upstream and distorts the flow at the

. entrance ti tilt inlet. Fi,:pre 4i shows the wall velocity distribution for a

CR = 4 inlet in compari son with an ideal one-dimensional distribution based

on area ratio. This figure shows one of the most critical aspects of the
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inlet design problem. For any finite length inle., there exist regions of

adverse pressure gradient (i.e., dv/dx < 0) at both the entrance and exit

of the inlet near the wall. Both of these regions could interac adversely

with the developing boundary layer, causing intermittent or continuous

separation. The one-dimensional flow solution does not predict these regions

of possible separation and it is for this reason that one must be cautious

when considering various design methods.

There has been considerable interest in the prediction of the flow in

wind tunnel contractions. When the problem is posed in either two-

dimensional planar or axisymmetric geometries, the solutions are attractive

from a mathematical point of view. A number of earlier works in the area

were potential flow solutions to the inviscid flow problem.14,25 - 31 These

involved various geometry transformations which allow for closed form

analytic solutions or the use of the hodograph (velocity) plane. Although,

in most cases, the solutions lacked any practical physical basis, the results

of many of these methods were used to design wind tunnel contractions. The

low turbulence smoke visualization tunnels developed by F.N.M. Brown at the

University of Notre Dame, and the inlet for the pilot tunnel, were designed

using the method developed by Smith and Wang."' At the time the tunnels were

designed it was the newest technique available and, although it lacked any

experimental correlation, it provided reasonable results. These inlets have

proven very successful on the subsonic tunnels but, as shown in the earlier

section, this was not the best method available for the high speed application.

This was primarily due to the fact that the Smith and Wang method did not

account for the presence of the screens in the upstream end of the wind tunnel

inlet. It was felt that this rapid change of slope between the screen section

and the inlet was to be avoided.

A number of more current works have attempted to overcome some of the

deficiences of the earlier work by adding more practical constraints to the

inlet flow solutions. 2 4, 3 2 - 3 7 These have included more reasonable requirements

on exit velocity uniformity and, most importantly, the influence of the bound-

ary layer and its interaction with the inlet flow field. The most significant

of these later works is that of Morel. More than simply solving for the con-

traction cone flow fields for a specific class of inlet geometries, he estab-
lished a series of design charts which could he used in actual design studies.
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For these reasons, Morel's method was adopted for the design of the inlets

for the transonic demonstration tunnel.

The initial design decision was a selection of contraction ratios. It

was decided to use two different contraction ratios and to evaluate their

influence on the quality of the flow visualization data. Since overall

facility size is a primary concern for any new wind tunnel, there was

interest in determining the smallest contraction ratio which would still

allow for good quality data. The contraction ratio is governed by a maximum

allowable flow speed at the anti-turbulence screens. Reference 21 shows

that each type of turbulence damping screen has a characteristic critical

screen Reynolds number, based on screen wire diameter, below which the screen

helps damp out turbulence and above which the screen is actually detrimental.

This new transonic tunnel design was limited to using screen materials

similar to those used with the pilot tunnel. The closest comparison in

Reference 21 is screen type B which had a solidity of 33% and a wire diameter

of 0.19 mm (0.0075 in.) The critical Reynolds number for this screen under

the condition of Reference 10 was 55 which corresponded to a free stream

speed of 4.0 m/s (13.2 ft/s). To maintain a somewhat conservati'e design

approach, a maximum acceptable speed at the screen was set at 3 m/s (10 ft/s).

For an indraft tunnel, this sets a minimum contraction ratio to approximately

75 to I for a design Mach number of 1.0. Another larger inlet with a 150 to

I contraction was also designed to provide comparison. This larger contrac-

tion ratio had proven successful when used on the pilot tunnel.

Of the two methods developed by Morel, the data available for the axi-

symmetric method is limit,,d to a contraction ratio (CR) of 25. Therefore, the

two-dimensional planar was applied for values of m = 2-10, where m was an

inlet entrance to inlet exit height ratio. The transonic tunnel required a

three-dimensional, square cross-section inlet with an area contraction ratio

of 75:1 and 150:1. If one assumes that the two-dimensioial planar method

provides adequate results and the same contraction geometry is used in the

horizontal and vertical planes of the inlet, then the m = 10 based on inlet

heights is a CR = 100 based on inlet area for a square cross-section.

The method is based on th1e results of numeric'al solutions which were

incorporated into aj :eric,; l d.,sign charts. The wall1 geometry is expressed
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as two matched cubic polymonials, see Figure 46. The user has a choice of

the contraction ratio (i.e., a height ratio between inlet and exit) and two

wall pressure coefficients, Cpe and Cpi. These two parameters are used to

help avoid wall boundary layer separation. The theory then provides the

location of the match point (the common point between thle two cubic curves)

and the length of the inlet. The two parameters, when combined with the

width of the inlet at the entrance and exit, completely define the inlet

geometry.

The transonic inlets were designed using two particularly conservative

values of the wall pressure coefficients, CPe = 0.05 and Cpi = 0.2. These

were used to determine the non-dimensional match point, X, for the height

ratio, m, of 8, 9 and 10. The design procedure yielded the results shown

in Figures 47 and 48.

For a value of m =8.66, the resulting square three-dimensional inlet

has a CR =75. The values of X and b/H1 were interpolated from Figures 47

and 48. For H2 = 102 mm (4 in.), thle resulting inlet is 984 mm (38.75 in.)

long. The inlet geometry is shown in Figure 49. The CR = 150 inlet was

designed in much. thle same way except thle results on Figures 47 and 48 were

linearly extrapolated to m =12.25. The resulting inlet was 1.39 mm (54.9

in.) long. It is shown in Figure 50. Due to the very conservative choice

Of Cpe and Cpi, the inlet has rather long sections with very small slopes,

both near the inlet and exit. The inlets were then shortened to thle length

shown in Figures 49 and 50. This shortening was done to improve the quality

of the smoke streaklines (shorten the distance for the smoke to diffuse).

The inlets were fabricated using inexpensive sheet metal techniques and

appear to be true to the design contour to +5 mm.

Although the design procedure used for these inlets was one of a number

of methods which could have been used, it was a very straightforward method

and allowed for a number of design studies resulting in inlets with

freasonable" contours.

Transonic Flow Visualization

The transonic flow regime may provide one of the most important regions

for application of the high speed flow techniques. The unique non-linear
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analytic problems and the complex physical interactions which occur in the

transonc regime have long hampered design and developments in this area.

The opportunity of visualizing the transonic flow fields with the smoke

should provide another tool to complement other existing optical techniques

and analytic methods.

To demonstrate the applicability of the method to transonic flows, a

transonic, slotted wall test section was designed and fabricated by the Air

Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The section was designed to be compatible

with the University of Notre Dame's high speed wind tunnel facility and was

installed on the diffuser used for the "5 by 5" tunnel. The test section was

a slotted wall, 6% open area on the top and bottom walls and solid, easily

removable glass side waills with a square cross-section and area 104.0 cm'

(16 in.2). The flow in the tunnel is controlled using a second throat down-

stream of the test section. The second throat is composed of a series of

cylindrical rods normal to the flow. Rods of various diameters can be used

to provide different throat areas. The plenum pressure can be controlled bv

two valves connected into the diffuser downstream of the second throat. A

schematic of the test sect ion is shown in Figure 51.

The test section could be attached to either the 75:.1 or tile 150:1

contraction ratio inlets described in the previous section. A series of

anti-turbulence screens were fabricated for each tunnel. The screens were

stretched on frames 17 mm (0.67 in.) thick. The screens were set into an

extension on the front end of the inlet so the inside screen dimension corres-

ponded to the inlet entrance area. There were five fabric and six metal

screens, of the same specifi'ations as the pilot tunnel, fabricated for each

inlet.

A demonstration of the high speed smoke visual ization was conducted
using both inlets and a number of tunnel operating conditions. In all cases,

the back lighting technique was used due to the solid top and bottom walls

of the tunnel and plenum chaniber. Due to the limited number of cases actual lv

considered, these tests were simply to demonstrate the feasibility of tile

technique and not to provide a comprehensive application throughout the

transonic regime.

The model shown in eah of the transonic smoke photographs is a 12%
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thick, symmetrical airfoil supported on circular disks between the two glass

side walls. The disks could be rotated to change the angle of attack of the

section. The glass side walls were constructed of a clear acrylic plastic. There

were slight scratches in the plastic, which can be seen in the photographs.

In the photographs in Figures 52-57, the flow is from left to right. Since

the calibration of the transonic section was not complete when this report

was written, the Mach numbers indicated in the photographs are approximate

and do not account for model interference. Figure 52 shows the influence of

the number of anti-turbulence screens for the CR = 75 inlet. In both cases,

the quality of the smoke streaklines is not particularly good but there is a

marked improvement using the eleven fabric screens in comparison to just five.

Figures 53 and 54 show the influence of modifying the plenum pressure and

also changes in angle of attack, again for the CR = 75 inlet. In each of

these photographs, the smoke streaklines are not as sharp as they were in

the pilot tunnel but they are still rather good considering the flow speeds

are still an order of magnitude larger than those which can be achieved in

most flow visualization facilities.

Figures 55-58 show the results using the CR = 150 inlet. The quality

of the streaklines is very good in comparison with the smaller inlet. The

lines are well defined and little diffusion is evident throughout the test

section. The plenum pressure influence is quite apparent and it illustrates

a potential application of the smoke data, that is, a tailoring of the free

stream conditions by evaluation of the smoke flow away from the body. The

separation of the flow for the a 150 case is quite obvious and, although

the details of the flow in the separated region are not as sharp as smoke

* data taken at much slower speeds, the ability to locate and define regions

of separation may well be another important contribution of the method.

Although this study using the transonic section reflects only a preliminary

demonstration, it does show the potential for using smoke flow visualization

in transonic flows. Future work is anticipated in this tunnel and, as with

all the flow visualization studies conducted to date, as more experience is

4 gained in collecting the smoke data, the quality of the photographs will

improve. Figure 59 indicates that the visual data need not be constrained

to viewing normal to the flow direction. In these photographs, the camera
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is located approximately 450 to the flow direction and additional details

of the flow over the airfoil is observed. It is just this type of variation

in the data acquisition procedure which, when tailored to a particular test,

will allow for the acquisition of the most useful visualization data.

Facility Design Criteria

Establishing definitive criteria for design of a high speed smoke

visualization facility is indeed a difficult task. The ideas presented in

the following section are the results of experienced gained during this

research program as well as from other flow visualization studies. The

criteria will be discussed in three general areas: (1) Facility Design,

(2) Tunnel Design and (3) Data Acquisition Requirements. There is an obvious

overlap between these areas but they do reflect those items of primary

consideraLion to both the facility designer and user.

The basic facility considered is an indraft, continuous run, high speed

wind tuniel. The tunnel should be located in a building which provides an

adequate supply of air under reasonably controlled conditions. Once the

mass flow requirements of the tunnel itself are determined, the building size

can be established. As has been discussed, the quality of the smoke visuali-

zation data can be intluenced by disturbances occurring in the air before it

entei-s the wind tunnel inlet and are thus carried into the tunnel. It was

determined that disturbances caused by movements of a technician in the

laboratory were evident in the hot-wire anemometer signals taken in the tunnel

inlet. Although the smoke itself is not as sensitive as the hot-wire, care

must be taken to eliminate disturbances near the tunnel inlet. A "plenum"

region must be provided about the tunnel inlet and this region should be large

enough so that flows induced due to operation of the tunnel are less than

0.3 m/s. There should be no objects such as beams or columns in tle region

immediately upstream of the tunnel inlet.

Since smoke is introduced into the airstream immediately upstream of

& the tunnel inlet, the exhaust from the tunnel must be exited outside of the

tunnel building; regardess of the type of smoke used, the air should not be

). reCircuI; ted through the building and again introduced into the tunnel. The

- d iffuser and tmuncl power suppl v should also be isolated from the test section

a a rca to reduce the noi!, tissociated with high speed tunnel operation. The
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area surrounding the test section must be capable of being completely darkened

so that photographic data can be collected. There should also be adequate

room in the area of the test section for other optical or data acquisition

equipment such as Schlieren systems of LDV's.

The tunnel itself should be of the indraft type and be composed of the

following basic sections:

Inlet/Screens

The inlet should be of a high area contraction ratio; for the speed

range capability of a facility where M f 1.5, this would most likely mean

a CR = 150. Although other design considerations may indihate an inlet

slightly larger or smaller, this does indicate an acceptable value. The

contraction ratio is primarily decided by the flow speeds at the anti-

turbulence screens. The speed of the flow at the screens must everywhere be

below the critical Reynolds number for the screen material used (Reference 21).

Although the critical Reynolds number is a function of screen solidity, a

value of Rec =40 for screens with a solidity of less than 30% appears to be

reasonable for initial design considerations.

Studies documented in this report indicate that at least seven, and

preferably eleven, anti-turbulenc( screens be incorporated into the inlet

design. The screens should be mounted taut on individual frames so they can

be removed from the tunnel and cleaned on a regular basis. The frameg should

be as thin as possible (= 2.5 cm) to minimize the length of the screen section

on the upstream end of the inlet. The screen material should be single fila-

ment, or a very tightly wound fiber in the case of fabric, with a good quality

regular mesh, made of cleanable material which will not be harmed by the smoke.

If seams are required in the screen material they should be staggered so that

- seam wake influence can be minimized.

The design of the inlet presents a particular problem. The following

should be considerations in the inlet design:

1. Screening located in low speed end of Lilet.

2. Flow velocity normal to screens and speed below critical screen

speed.

3. Reasonably uniform velocity at low speed end of inlet.
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4. Contraction ratio large enough to allow for low speed at inlet

mouth' over entire operating range of test section.

5. As short as possible to minimize the time for smoke diffusion as

well as to reduce cost.

6. No slope discontinuities at the downstream end of the inlet where

it joins the test section.

7. Maintain an attached boundary layer with minimum growth along the

inlet wall.

8. Near uniform velocity distribution at the inlet exit.

As in most design preblems, these criteria are not complementary and

there exist no proven methods which allow all these to be satisfied when

applied to real, three-dimensional inlet geometries. The preferred method

at this time is the matched cubic approach of Morel which was used to design

the inlets for the transonic tunnel. Whether or not those inlets can be

improved upon will require additional study. The two-dimensional planar method

presented in Reference 32 can be extended to provide a design geometry for

rectangular or square cross-sectional, three-dimensional inlets by using the

approach described earlier in this report. The critical decisions in such a

design involve selecting the pressure coefficient criteria for a separation

at the inlet entrance and exit.

As a very practical consideration, the inlet must be accessible for

screen inspection and removil, and should be instrumen' I so that during

facility check-out the prcsence of separated flow regions or unsteadiness

can be determined.

Test Section

The test section design will be strongly dictated by the type (speed

range) of the tunnel being considered. There are three types of test sections

which could operate in the "high" speed regime (where the "high" is relative

to most smoke flow visualization facilties). These are:

L. Constant area subsonic section M 0.5.

2. Transonic test section (porous wall) 0.5 " M E 1.2.

3. Solid wail, fixed or variable geometry supersonic nozzle section

1.2 / M - .5.
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The upper limit on use of the indraft, high speed tunnel for flow

visualization appears to be near MH 1.5 under ideal conditions. This is

due to the condensation problems mentioned earlier and, unless great effort

is made to dry (reduce the dew point) all the air entering the tunnel, the

condensation will be a problem and severely degrade the flow visualization

capability. As mentioned earlier, the test section must mate smoothly with

the inlet. For the subsonic or transonic test section, this would normally

mean that the wall slope at the exit of the inlet would be zero. For a

converging-diverging supersonic section, it would require an inlet wall

slope which matched the upstream nozzle geometry. This illustrates a

problem associated with design of a single tunnel capable of using all three

types of test sections. Such a tunnel would require multiple contractions

and would only complicate the design problem.

The test section area should be based on the test section design Mach

number and the area of the inlet entrance. In this way, the "best" speed

can be maintained at the inlet screens in all operating speed regimes. This

implies that a subsonic and supersonic test section with the same inlet

could not have the same cross-sectional area.

The test section design is also very critical with regard to collecting

the photographic smoke data. As minimum criteria, both front and rear walls

of the section (or top and bottom) must be of optical quality glass or

equivalent. This will permit the use of the back lighting technique. If it

were also possible to provide a transparent section in a plane normal to the

viewing direction for top lighting, this would allow additional flexibility

in data collection. The tunnel windows must be readily accessible, both

inside and out, for cleaning between test runs. Residue collects on the

tr~inside glass windows due to atmospheric impurities (dirt), condensation and

smoke; after the tunnel has run for approximately twenty minutes, the residue

will significantly degrade the quality of the visualization data. Other data

acquisition systems such as Schlieren or LDV may also influence the test

section window design.

One other aspect of the test section design also involves collection of

the visualization data. Due to the large amount of high intensity light

required to photograph the smoke streaklines, highly reflective surfaces
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within the test section should be avoided. This may require anodizing

metal surfaces and painting other materials to provide for "flat" black

interior and to eliminate extraneous reflections. The area around the

test section must also be designed so that lights and cameras can be easily

moved and positioned for various tests.

The photographic requirements for obtaining smoke flow visualization

data in a tunnel possessing coherent smoke lines includes the need for adequate

lighting, precision optical equipment (Schlieren or shadowgraph) and an

onsite photographic processing capability. If the criteria cited earlier in

this report are incorporated in a tunnel design, coherent smoke filaments

can be expected. Qualitative data on the flow field surrounding test models

can be obtained by using still and high speed motion picture photography.

The quality of the smoke photographs will be very dependent upon the lighting

and camera arrangements. The optimum arrangement of the lights and camera

will, in general, have to be obtained by a trial and error procedure, and

depend upon the particular experiment. However, due to the space restrictions

around the tunnel viewing areas, only a few possible arrangements are likely;

therefore, only several trials need be attempted before the best arrangement

is found. To facilitate the collection of smoke flow data an onsite photographic

processing capability is essential. This allows for the rapid processing of

the photographic results. The results of a particular test must be available

to the test engineer before future tests can be conducted, models or condi-

tions changed, etc. As noted earlier in this report, photographic plates of

smoke flow patterns are usually underexposed and, therefore, require non-

standard photographic procedures to acquire good photographic data. The data

must be processed in close coordination with the aerodynamic test engineer.

Some of the most important visualization data vailable are combined

Schlieren or shadowgraph and smoke flow photographs. These can be acquired

by superimposing two separate photographic negatives or by using the opaque

stop Schlieren system to obtain a simultaneous smoke Schlieren image. By

measuring the shock inclination and smoke line deflections, the properties

of the flow field can be determined without the use of intrusive probes.

Other types of data acquisition can be used in conjunction with the

smoke flow visualization, such as the LDV, pressure and force measurements
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or dynamic testing. The additional insight into the physics of a given

flow field can be achieved by evaluating the visualization data in light of

the experimental results acquired using the other techniques. It appears as

though two of the most critical criteria for the successful operation of a

smoke flow visualization facility are experience and patience.
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CONCLUSIONS AN~D RECOMMENDATIONS

The results of this research program show that the high speed smoke

flow visualization method, first demonstrated by Goddard, can provide

valuable aerodynamic data. It has been shown that it is possible to

introduce and maintain coherent smoke streaklines in transonic and super-

sonic flow fields and to collect good quality photographic data. There is

a reasonable amount of flexibility as to how the method can be applied to a

particular aerodynamic problem as well as to the type of visualization data

which can be acquired.

It appears that the methods developed at the University of Notre Dame

can be extended to a larger facility. Design criteria for such a facility

have been outlined in this report. These criteria are based on an evaluation

of the present tunnels at Notre Dame. However, some care must be taken in

extrapolating to a significantly larger facility. The wind tunnel proposed

by the Air Force and considered during this study was intended to have a

0.61 by 0.61 m (2 ft by 2 ft) test section for either a transonic or super-

sonic flow. It is felt that the present study provides many criteria which

could be used for designing such a tunnel. Unfortunately, there are other

areas to be considered for a tunnel that size, such as boundary layer

development, smoke persistence and the much greater distances over which the

smoke lines must maintain their structures. The influence of these phenomena

on a very large tunnel would most likely be adverse and there has been no

opportunity in the present study to, evaluate them. For this reason, it is

recommended that the Air Force consider the design and fabrication of a

smaller facility with test section on the order of 0.25 by 0.25 m (10 in.

by 10 in.) as a prototype for a larger smoke visualization tunnel. The

Arr design and eventual use of such a tunnel would provide valuable additional

data on the application of smoke visualization to the high speed regime, as

well as avoid the need for a significant extrapolation of the results of the

present study.

A This recommendation also highlights an important aspect of smoke flow

visualization. As many researchers who have ventured into this area have

discovered, there is a large amount of "r" involved in collecting quality

visualization data. Although the art aspect of the problem will never be
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completely eliminated, it can be significantly reduced through experience.

It is felt that if a prototype tunnel were to be used by the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory personnel, the experience gained in such a facility would be

vital to the success of a larger research establishment.

There is no doubt that smoke flow visualization can provide a valuable

tool for the high speed aerodynamicist. It will only be through the use of

these methods in the study of important aerodynamic problems that this

potential will be realized.
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APPENDIX:

SYSTEM SAFETY HAZARD ANALYSIS

One aspect of the design and operation of a high speed smoke visualiza-

tion facility, which was not addressed in the report, is system safety.

Although the operation of a smoke visualization facility is not radically

different from any other wind tunnels with comparable characteristics, there

are some unique aspects which present certain safety hazards.

The system considered can be divided into two major components: 1)

Wind Tunnel, 2) Smoke Generation Equipment. The wind tunnel, of the type

described in the body of the report, is an indraft, continuous operation

tunnel. Details concerning criteria for the design of such a tunnel for the

purpose of flow visualization are outlined in the report. These criteria

are not related to the construction of such a facility but are directed

towards its operating characteristics and performance. For these reasons,

the hazards outlined in this summary have been identified through the

expertise gained in the operation of the flow visualization tunnels at the

University of Notre Dame.

Wind Tunnel

The primary hazards associated with the operation of the wind tunnel

facility involve the high flow velocities within thle tunnel, low pressures

in the test section and diffuser section and sound levels generated by

operation of the tunnel. Thle velocity and pressure problems are related to

the structural design of the facility as well as the wind tunnel models used

during a specific test. Any danger to operators or oh-;ervers can be signi-

ficantly reduced by using accepted engineering design procedures in prelim-

inary facility development and subsequent test planning.

The indraft design does create some particular problems related to

noise generated by the tunnel operation. Since there is a direct Path out

of the tunnel, through the inlet, when operating in a subsonic or transonic

mode, there exists the possibility of excessively high noice levels near thle

tunnel. These could be hazardous to operators or observers as well as to

the surrounding facilities. Isolation of the operating station and overall

facility location may he influenced by thle acoustical hazard.
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Smoke Generation Equipment

The unique feature of the visualization tunnel is the requirement to

produce large quantities of dense, white "smoke." The report addresses a

number of the properties of such a "smoke" in detail. Regardless of the

type of smoke used in the facility, whether is be steam , vaporized kerosene,

products of combustion, etc., the smoke must be isolated from individuals

operating the tunnel. The smoke should not be toxic in small quantities,

such as those which night occur with small leaks in the system or after the

smoke has been highly diffused after passing through the tunnel. The smoke

need only be present in the tunnel while the visualization data is being

collected. The smoke generation system must be designed so that smoke will

be introduced into the smoke rake only when data is to be collected and while

the tunnel is operating. The exhaust from the wind tunnel should be exited

to the Outside air, allowing the smoke to diffuse in the atmosphere.

As MI example, the smoke generator of the type used at Notre Dame will

cont inuously produce adequate quantities of smoke for an hour, and vaporize

approximately one quart of kerosene. This results in a minute amount of air

pollution outSide the laboratory. The smoke has anl added feature of being

very visible so that any small leaks in the system can be seen easily. If

such leaks occur, the system can be shut down and corrective action taken.

All of the items cited in the previous paragraphs must be addressed in

facility design. The system should then be able to be operated with minimum

influence from these hazards.
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PILOT TUNNEL

Throat Area: 35.74 cm2  (5.540 in2 )

Test Section Area: - 40.32 cm2  (6.250 in2 )

Inlet Area (downstream): - 132.30 cm2  (20.50 in2 )

Inlet Area (upstream): - .330 m2  (513 in2 )

Screen Area: .659 m2  (1022 in2 )

5 inch TUNNEL

Throat Area: - 138.3 cm2 (21.44 in2)

Test Section Area: - 163.9 cm2  (25.40 in2 )

Inlet Area (downstream) - 516.0 cm2  (80 in2 )

Inlet Area (upstream) - 1.355 m2  (2100 in2)

Screen Area: - 1.355 m2  (2100 in2)

Table I. Wind Tunnel Geometric Properties
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CLASSIFICATION DESCRIPTION

A. Mechanical A high-velocity gas stream shears a liquid
Dispersion film into small droplets. This is sometimes

called atomization.

A high-velocity liquid stream disintegrates

through its own instability or because of
striking an object.

1. Simple liquid jet.
2. Helical-orifice jet.
3. Solution-gas jet.

4. Jet directed against a surface.

A liquid stream is dispersed by a rotating disk.
Shear forces acting on the sheet of liquid leav-

ing the disk cause droplet formation.

A liquid stream is dispersed by ultrasonic
energy.

Evaporation of solvent from droplets of a solu-
tion containing a solid or liquid to be dispersed.

B. Vaporization Condensation of a vapor in a cool gas stream
and in the presence of appropriate nucleii.

Condensation

Volatilization of noble metals in an electric arc.

C. Combustion Combustion of fuels with insufficient air.
and Chemical

Reactions
Reaction of mixtures of fuels and oxidizers to
form a dispersed solid product.

d

Table II. Methods for Aerosol Generation

(from Reference 15)
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Boiling Point Flash Point Auto Ignition

(OF) (OF) (OF)

Mineral Oil 600 275-500 500-700

Kerosene 350-550 110-130 440-560

Coal Tar Oil 96 60-77

Table III. Physical Properties of Hydrocarbons
Used for Smoke Generation

(from Reference 38)

A!

,t I
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1. Cameras

a) A 4" x 5" view camera with an f/4.5, 6" lens in a shutter

provided with a synchronizing switch suited to a short

interval flash lamp.

b) A high speed motion camera capable of 800 frames per second

with associated synchronizing equipment.

2. Lights

a) High intensity stroboscopic lights, at least six lamps should

be provided.

b) High intensity steady light sources (1000 watt spot lights);

four spots should be provided.

3. Darkroom

a) Darkroom should be located near the wind tunnel laboratory.

b) Tank processing for 4" x 5" and 16 mm film must be provided.

c) A high quality enlarger and equipment for processing 8" x 10"

glossy prints is required.

d) It is essential that the technician in charge of the darkroom

be under the direction of the smoke tunnel engineer.

Table IV. Recommended Equipment for Smoke Flow
Photography
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1. Poor Smoke Quality

a) High turbulence level in the tunnel.

b) Inadequate smoke generation.

c) Smoke rake located inside the tunnel circuit.

2. Poor Photographic Procedures

a) Heavy reliance on photographic technicians.

b) Heavy reliance on commercial photographic processing.

Table V. Sources of Problems in Flow Visualization Experiments

1. Negatives usually will require overdeveloping due to inadequate

light.

2. Avoid batch processing of prints.

3. kVrints will require photographic dodging.

a) Dodging is a technique to unevenly expose the print.

b) Dodging allows the maximum photographic data to be obtained

on the print.

Table VI. Photographic Procedures
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Two-Dimensional Wedge: M 1.42

Sphere: M 1 -4

Fi'gurV Or (ti ginalI Photographs byv V.P. Goddard
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Rain Mist Fog Tobacco smoke

~Ground limeistone 1 2S04 Mist Rosin smoke

503 mist Carbon black

PigmnentLs

Sulfide for flotation N HCIfume

Pulverized coal Spray-dried milk Oil smoke

Stkr ys Diameter of

Puverized coal flyash gas molecule

foundry dust Zinc oxide fume

Cernent dust Alkali fume

IMagnesiump oxide fume

Metallurgical dust

Tyler screen mesh 17 ealugcIfm

Poln ~Bacteria Virus and protein
35 10202

1000 100 101.0 0.1 0.01 0.001
PARTICLE SIZE, micron

A Figure 5. Range of Particle Size of Various Materials

(from Ref. 38)
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Figure 10. Photographs of Steam Visualization
Experiment in Pilot Tunnel
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Figure I1. Photographs of Mineral Oil Smoke
Generator Demonstration
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Strobe Lights

TOP VIEW

(a) Back Lighting

TOP VIEW
(b) Front Lighting

ELEVATION VIEW

(c) Top Lighting

Figure 12. Lighting and Camera Arrangements
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I

)i Figure 13. High Speed Motion Picture Photograph,

Right Circular Cylinder Model,

M = 0.55, 128 frames/second.
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MW 0.2, Back Lighting

M 0.60, Back Lighting

) Figure 14. High Speed Still Photograph, Right Circular
Cylinder Model, 5" by 5" Tunnel.
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M 0.2

M 1. 2

Figure I'). High Speed Still Photographs, Sphere Model.
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M 0.2

M 1.2

Figure 16. High Speed Still Photographs, Double Wedge Airfoil.
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" DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE BLOCK (m)

_ , Figure 29. Axial Distribution of Cross-section Area, MPT Inlet.
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Honeycomb Upstream of 10 Screens

Honeycomb Downstream of 10 Screens

Figure 37. Influence of Honeycomb Insert on Smoke Visualization Data
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1.0- CR=4 0
X=0.5

0.8-

~0.6 I-D

U 0.4-

0.4- MOREL

0.2 0o0

X /L

Figure 45. Inlet Wall Velocity Distribution, Comparison of

One-Dimensional and Two-Dimensional Calculations.

MATCH POINT

U1, 00  HpU20

A2

L

Figure 46. Geometry and Notation for Matched Cubic Inlet Shapes.
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SI lI

0 CALCULATED USING
MORELS METHOD

L/H I 1.10

1.09-

8.0 10.0 12.0
HI/H 2

Figure 47. Non-Dimensional Inlet Length versus Contraction Ratio,

Calculated Using Morel's Method.

! I I

.9-

x

.7
0 CALCULATED USING

MOREL'S METHOD

8.0 10.0 12.0
HI / H2

Figure 48. Location of Match Point versus Contraction Ratio,
Calculated Using Morel's Method.
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5 Screens

A 11 Screens

Figure 52. Screen Influence, Transonic Tunnel,
CR 75 Inlet, M. = 0.40.
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Valves Closed

1P2

Valves Open

Figure 53. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization,
*3CR 75 Inlet, a -80, Mo 0.40.
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Valves Closed

Valves Open

Figure 54. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization,
fCR =75 Inlet, q~ = 15%, M 0.40.
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5 Screens

Fig. 55. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization,
CR 150 Inlet, a = 0, M. 0.40.
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11 Screens, M 0.40

11 Screens, M =0.60

Fig. 56. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization
CR =150 Inlet, a~ = 0*.
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a~ -130

Fig. 57. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization
CR - 150 Inlet, 11 Screens, M 00 0. 72.
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Valves Closed

Valves open

* Fig. 58. Transonic Smoke Flow Visualization,
CR =150 Inlet, 11 Screens, Mo 0.40.
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%I

Smoke-Rake Near Tunnel Centerline

Smoke-Rake N~ear Tunnel Wall

Figure 59. Transonic Smoke Flow Demonstration, Oblique View,
CR = 150 Inlet, Mo. 0.40.
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